
Item Description Mitigated
A1-Injection Injection flaws, such as SQL, OS, and LDAP injection occur when untrusted data is

sent to an interpreter as part of a command or query. The attacker’s hostile data can
trick the interpreter into executing unintended commands or accessing data without
proper authorization.

Any user supplied input in Cloud CMS is properly escaped / statements prepared.

A2-Broken Authentication and Session Manageme Application functions related to authentication and session management are often not
implemented correctly, allowing attackers to compromise passwords, keys, or session
tokens, or to exploit other implementation flaws to assume other users’ identities.

Cloud CMS allows for complete control over session timeout, token validity, and account
lockout policies.

A3-Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) XSS flaws occur whenever an application takes untrusted data and sends it to a web
browser without proper validation or escaping. XSS allows attackers to execute scripts
in the victim’s browser which can hijack user sessions, deface web sites, or redirect
the user to malicious sites.

All variables are XSS encoded in Cloud CMS to prevent <script> and other tags from
triggering in the DOM upon injection.

A4-Insecure Direct Object References A direct object reference occurs when a developer exposes a reference to an internal
implementation object, such as a file, directory, or database key. Without an access
control check or other protection, attackers can manipulate these references to
access unauthorized data.

Any resources in Cloud CMS are always authority checked ahead of retrieval or exposure to
the end user.

A5-Security Misconfiguration Good security requires having a secure configuration defined and deployed for the
application, frameworks, application server, web server, database server, and
platform. Secure settings should be defined, implemented, and maintained, as
defaults are often insecure. Additionally, software should be kept up to date.

Cloud CMS utilizes all available AWS security features for our SaaS offering.

A6-Sensitive Data Exposure Many web applications do not properly protect sensitive data, such as credit cards, tax
IDs, and authentication credentials. Attackers may steal or modify such weakly
protected data to conduct credit card fraud, identity theft, or other crimes. Sensitive
data deserves extra protection such as encryption at rest or in transit, as well as
special precautions when exchanged with the browser.

Cloud CMS permits storage of asymmetrically encrypted values with a salt calculated by
unique per-tenant keys and secret keys configured by a tenant administrator.  Encrypted
values are not transferrable between tenants or data stores without explicit interaction with an
administrator.  Furthermore, for on-premise installations, Cloud CMS permits DB-level and
storage-level encrypted to protect against further, non-application-level attacks.  All
transmission of data over the wire is done over secure-socket using POST headers and
CSRF tokens to ensure that sensitive information is neither cached nor hijacked.  Cloud CMS
permits the issuance of multiple API Keys for both client and user-level authentication (known
as client grants and authentication grants, respectively) that can be enabled, restricted,
locked and disabled is abuse or misuse is detected.  API Keys can be reissued at any time
with downstream mobile and web applications picking up changes to private credentials
automatically.

A7-Missing Function Level Access Control Most web applications verify function level access rights before making that
functionality visible in the UI. However, applications need to perform the same access
control checks on the server when each function is accessed. If requests are not
verified, attackers will be able to forge requests in order to access functionality without
proper authorization.

Authority checking happens twice in Cloud CMS - once within the UI, and once within the
backend - where the security model is fine-grained and gives you access control down to
object or instance-level.  The back end will assert the connected user's rights to perform an
operation regardless of the user interface or means used to fire the API function.

A8-Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) A CSRF attack forces a logged-on victim’s browser to send a forged HTTP request,
including the victim’s session cookie and any other automatically included
authentication information, to a vulnerable web application. This allows the attacker to
force the victim’s browser to generate requests the vulnerable application thinks are
legitimate requests from the victim.

Cloud CMS provisions CSRF / XSRF tokens automatically within both the API and the user
interface. A double-submit (cookie + header/param) is applied to all AJAX and form-based
POSTs, PUTs and DELETEs.

A9-Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities Components, such as libraries, frameworks, and other software modules, almost
always run with full privileges. If a vulnerable component is exploited, such an attack
can facilitate serious data loss or server takeover. Applications using components with
known vulnerabilities may undermine application defenses and enable a range of
possible attacks and impacts.

Applications that are built using Cloud CMS do not connect with admin authorities.  As a
multi-tenant SaaS product, we only ever issue per-tenant manager accounts who then have
rights to provision API Keys.  Each API Key describes a unique user and security context.
This lets managers set up users for per-application usage, restricting each user to particular
projects and resources.  Cloud CMS also does not maintain the notion of a guest or
anonymous user.  All interaction with Cloud CMS must be authenticated and the security
context of the user must be established ahead of time.  Cloud CMS subscribers are free to
create their own users and groups to have any security context they would prefer.

A10-Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards Web applications frequently redirect and forward users to other pages and websites,
and use untrusted data to determine the destination pages. Without proper validation,
attackers can redirect victims to phishing or malware sites, or use forwards to access
unauthorized pages.

Cloud CMS does not include any redirection URLs at any point via the API.
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